And still they go! This time it's the pole-vault record.

Judging by that challenge, the Freshmen haven't lost their "crust."

C. C. Brown, '93, has entered the Lawrence Scientific School, Harvard.

Boeseke, '95, is undoubtedly one of our best sprinters. Dove has to run to beat him.

The M. I. T. Architectural Society met in Room 23 on Thursday, the 25th, at 12 M.

Clafin, '95, is hurdling in fine form, just clearing the bar, and with lots of speed.

The bill of fare at the Lunch Room gradually increases, thanks to the good management.

"Will you give me a list of the affectionate tradesmen?" asked the Freshman at MacLachan's.

Don't fail to go to the athletic meeting on the 12th. All the "crack" athletes will compete.

The regular meeting of Hammer and Tongs was held at the Parker House last Saturday.

"Rodgers Building" is the way Ninety-two spells it. Truly, education produces wonderful results.

"A man to serve on this Commission must be free from all railroad ties," was the way Dr. Dewey put it.

A '93 flag has been noticed of late floating from one of the windows of the Brunswick. Who is the lucky man?

We hear vague rumors and mysterious whisperings about sample copies of "Technique," but we have not seen them yet.